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Abstract

Vector graphics (VG) have been ubiquitous in our daily
life with vast applications in engineering, architecture, de-
signs, etc. The VG recognition process of most existing
methods is to first render the VG into raster graphics (RG)
and then conduct recognition based on RG formats. How-
ever, this procedure discards the structure of geometries
and loses the high resolution of VG. Recently, another cat-
egory of algorithms is proposed to recognize directly from
the original VG format. But it is affected by the topological
errors that can be filtered out by RG rendering. Instead of
looking at one format, it is a good solution to utilize the for-
mats of VG and RG together to avoid these shortcomings.
Besides, we argue that the VG-to-RG rendering process is
essential to effectively combine VG and RG information. By
specifying the rules on how to transfer VG primitives to RG
pixels, the rendering process depicts the interaction and
correlation between VG and RG. As a result, we propose
RendNet, a unified architecture for recognition on both 2D
and 3D scenarios, which considers both VG/RG representa-
tions and exploits their interaction by incorporating the VG-
to-RG rasterization process. Experiments show that Rend-
Net can achieve state-of-the-art performance on 2D and 3D
object recognition tasks on various VG datasets.

1. Introduction

Deep learning has opened a new era for visual perception
with machines. Most current methods deal with sensory in-
put such as pixel images, called raster graphics (RG). They
benefit from the easy accessibility of input data. However,
for human drafted graphics like floor plans, graphic designs,
and CAD models, another data format is widely used, called
vector graphics (VG). In this paper, we focus on recognition

*This work was done when the author was an intern at MSRA.

Renderer

Figure 1. Rendering of vector graphics. The renderer knows the
correlation between sparse VG attributes and the rendered RG.

tasks taking VG as input, such as VG-based image classifi-
cation and object detection.

Vector graphics contain a set of primitives defined with
parametric equations, such as lines, curves, and circles,
which are almost impossible for a human to directly per-
ceive. It needs to be rendered into the format as the raster
graphics by rasterization technique (as shown in Fig. 1),
so it can be displayed on monitors or printed on paper.
Most of the existing VG recognizers take the rendered RG
as input, taking advantage of mature RG-based recognition
methods like convolutional neural networks [16] or Point-
Net [33]. However, rendered pixels discard the structure of
geometries and lose the high-resolution property of VG. As
a result, recently some pioneering works [18, 19] are pro-
posed to directly recognize VG from its original format. Al-
though achieving encouraging performance improvements,
VG-based methods are affected by human un-perceivable
topological errors, which can be filtered out by rasterization.
For example, Fig. 2 shows two lines whose ends shall meet
but do not meet by a small margin, and this error is absent in
the rendered RG. Different from the existing methods that
consider only one format, this paper proposes a method that
leverages the merits of both VG and RG.

How to effectively combine the information of VG and
RG remains an open question. An intuitive way is to use
the separate model on VG and RG respectively and fuse the
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RG@500%: blurry

VG@6000%: sees topological error

Figure 2. Cons of different graphics formats. A comparison
between different representations of a SESYD floor plan symbol
instance. The raster graphics get blurry, or aliased, if we zoom in.
The vector graphics stay clear. However, it has a topological error.
This adds noise in VG data.

results. However, it fails to exploit the interactions and cor-
relations between the VG primitives and RG pixels, which
is essential to multi-modality feature fusion [2, 47, 53]. As
shown in Fig. 1, the VG-to-RG renderer reveals VG/RG cor-
relation by specifying the rules on how to transfer VG prim-
itives to RG pixels. As a result, we consider incorporating
the rendering process as a part of our method to better model
the interactions and correlations between RG and VG.

In view of these problems, we propose a novel vector
graphics recognition method, named RendNet. RendNet
leverages both VG/RG representations and exploits their in-
teractions by incorporating the rendering process. It is a
unified framework applicable to both 2D and 3D scenar-
ios. Specifically, RendNet takes the VG primitives as input
and represents the VG as a hypergraph. The hypergraph is
fed into a network with two parallel streams. A ‘vector’
stream handles hypergraph topology and extracts VG em-
beddings by hypergraph neural networks. A ‘raster’ stream
transfers the VG into 2D pixels or 3D point clouds as RG
information. To unify the framework, we utilize PointNet
as a simple but effective backbone to extract spatial embed-
dings of RG. Finally, as the core of RendNet, the correlation
between VG and RG embeddings is modeled by a novel la-
tent space rasterization (LSR) method, which simulates a
rendering process and projects the VG representations to
RG latent features. In this way, the VG/RG correlations are
exploited at multiple semantic levels throughout the entire
network.

Our main contributions: 1) RendNet is a 2D/3D unified
vector graphics recognition framework that leverages the
merits of both vector graphics and raster graphics. 2) Rend-
Net incorporates the rendering process and effectively ex-
ploits the interaction between RG and VG. 3) Experiments
are conducted on both classification and object detection
tasks on both 2D and 3D datasets. State-of-the-art perfor-

mances are achieved.

2. Related work

2D VG recognition and generation. Most of the con-
current recognition methods focus on pixel-based raster
graphics, such as ResNet [16], R-CNN [11, 12, 40], YOLO
[38, 39]. Thus, the intuitive way to conduct VG recogni-
tion is a two-stage process that applies CNN-based models
on rendered VGs. One of the applications of VG recogni-
tion is architecture drawing recognition. Several rule-based
graph matching methods are proposed to classify and lo-
calize symbols by representing symbols in a floor-plan as
graphs for matching, such as visibility graph [27] and at-
tributed relational graph [35,42]. Online handwriting [1,15]
is a data form similar to vector graphics. Most of these
methods use sequential models to handle the point sequence
in hand-writing. Compare to online handwriting, VG con-
tains more types of primitives and has a more general and
complex topological structure. Another AI application on
VG is computer-aided design. In recent years, a few works
propose to use deep learning to automatically generate de-
sign graphics or convert raster graphics to vector graphics
(i.e. vectorization) [5, 8, 28, 30, 36, 43].

3D representations. 3D objects can be represented with
different formats including point clouds, voxels, meshes,
multi-view images, boundary representations (BRep).
Many deep learning techniques have been studied to ad-
dress various problems on point clouds, such as shape clas-
sification, object detection and segmentation [14]. Point-
Net [33] and PointNet++ [34] are two pioneering works
which capture fine-grained geometric information of each
point. PointConv [50] defines convolutional kernels and
takes a local subset of points as inputs to learn the hierar-
chical relations. DGCNN [48] constructs a graph where the
vertex is each point in a point cloud and the edge is gener-
ated based on the neighbors of each point. Further, volume-
based methods [29, 55] usually quantize point clouds or
other 3D formats into voxels and utilize 3D convolutional
neural networks to learn representations upon. Besides,
multi-view methods [44, 49] project a 3D shape into mul-
tiple 2D views, extract view-wise features, and aggregate
into a global representation.

Different from the previous four formats, the boundary
representation (BRep), widely used during the CAD mod-
eling process, is made of a variety of parametric primitives
such as Bézier curves and planes. It is a typical ‘VG’ data
in 3D. Very recently, UV-net and BRepNet [18,23] are pro-
posed to directly utilize BRep topological information by
constructing a graph based on face-edge relations. In con-
trast to these works, we leverage the merits of two formats,
BReps and point clouds by rasterization technique.

Differentiable rendering. Differentiable rendering in-
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Figure 3. Overview of RendNet architecture. RendNet is made by k two-stream residual blocks, followed by a final block for global
representation aggregation. The output representation can be fed into downstream tasks.
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Figure 4. A residual block in RendNet. It is made of a vector stream and a raster stream. Their output latent representations are merged
by a summation. Latent feature values are indicated by colors.

volves a rendering process where gradients of object at-
tributes can be propagated through the rendering results
[20]. Recent works [3, 9, 32, 41] utilize differentiable ren-
dering to form an unsupervised workflow for human pose
detection and face reconstruction, based on consistency be-
tween the original image and the rendered image from de-
tected features. In this work, we choose to render the VG
primitives in the latent space rather than the pixel space.
The rendering target is a point cloud with latent feature at-
tributes, instead of color attributes in normal rendering.

3. Design of RendNet

3.1. Overview

In this section, we describe the framework of our pro-
posed RendNet and then introduce each module in detail.
As shown in Fig. 3, it is composed of k basic blocks with
residual connections and a final block for global represen-

tation aggregation.

The original input is a set of primitives. We first con-
vert them into a hypergraph with the initial node features
h0
i based on Sec. 3.2. Then we learn the hypergraph rep-

resentation by k residual blocks. Inside each block, node
embeddings pass through two streams, the vector stream
and the raster stream, to perform the graph convolution
and point representation aggregation to obtain the new node
embeddings hl+1

i . Fig. 4 shows the detailed process of
two streams: the vector stream includes vector encoder
(Sec. 3.3), which utilizes hypergraph neural networks (hy-
pergraph NN) to aggregate node embeddings mainly based
on the connectivity (i.e., nodes connected by curve seg-
ment or falling on the same surface); the raster stream in-
volves latent space rasterization (Sec. 3.4) and raster en-
coder (Sec. 3.5), which renders VG node embeddings as
2D pixels or 3D point clouds and learn the representation in
the Euclidean space. We integrate the information from two
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streams with residual connection to get the new embeddings
(Sec. 3.6).

Especially, we highlight the LSR operation because it
is the bridge between VG and RG. Through LSR and
residual connection among blocks, the information can
be propagated in various paths, such as VG→LSR→RG,
LSR→RG→VG, VG→LSR→RG→VG, etc. Finally, the
global aggregation block (Sec. 3.7) learns the final repre-
sentation for the whole hypergraph, i.e., all the primitives.

3.2. Building the hypergraph

In RendNet, we convert all the primitive descriptions in
the vector graphics into a hypergraph to learn latent fea-
tures. The hypergraph is mainly formed by connectivity
and entails the property of each primitive and the topology
among primitives at the same time.

Selection of nodes. The intersection of curves, as well as
the start and end of curves, are picked as nodes. In addition,
if the curve is not a straight line, at least 4 nodes are ensured
to be selected on it with farthest point sampling. The node
features are coordinates of these points in Euclidean space.

Curves as edges. The curve connectivity of the nodes
above naturally forms edges between the nodes. Each curve
is broken into segments by nodes, and each segment is for-
mulated as an edge. The edge features include the start
direction vector, the end direction vector, and the type of
the curve. The feature is selected due to the universality
between different types of curves. Also, in most current
specifications of vector graphics (such as SVG), all types
of curves as lines, arcs, and second-order bezier curve seg-
ments, can be uniquely reconstructed from these attributes,
up to translational and scaling invariances.

Surfaces as hyperedges. Surfaces connect multiple nodes,
and thus they form hyperedges on the hypergraph. The hy-
peredge features include the type of the surface and the set
of parameters of nodes lying on the surface. This encodes
the relative positioning of nodes on the surface, which is
useful for feature aggregation.

3.3. Vector encoder

The vector encoder aggregates the node/edge/hyperedge
features and the hypergraph structure. To achieve it, we uti-
lize hypergraph neural networks to learn node embeddings.

For curve edges, we use the NNConv scheme proposed
by Gilmer et al. [10]:

Cl
i =

1

|N (i)|
∑

j∈N (i)

(
hl
j · fΘ1(eij)

)
, (1)

where N (i) is the set of neighbors of node i. We apply fΘ1

as an MLP to map edge features to a coefficient matrix, and

then multiply the embeddings of neighbors hl
j from the pre-

vious l-th block. We average the information from neigh-
bors and obtain the curve message Cl

i .
For surface hyperedges, we adopt the hypergraph mes-

sage passing design from Feng et al. [7]. The hypergraph
message passing consists of two stages, aggregation of con-
nected node embeddings of hyperedges into hyperedge rep-
resentations, and aggregation of hyperedge representations
back to nodes. We improve the message passing scheme
with geometry taken into account.

In the first stage, we aggregate the node embeddings in a
PointNet [33] fashion, i.e. we first concatenate the l-th node
embeddings with the relative coordinates on the surface in
parameter space, then apply the max aggregation to obtain
hyperedge-wise representations:

hl
S = max

i∈S
fΘ2

(
concat

[
hl
i, TS , ti,S

])
, (2)

where S denotes a surface hyperedge and hl
i is the embed-

ding of node i that lies on S. We concatenate it with TS , the
type of the surface (rectangle/circle, etc.) and ti,S , the co-
ordinates of node i on S. Through an MLP fΘ2 and a max
aggregation, we obtain the representation hl

S of S. Note
that the coordinates for the same node are relative and can
be different on different surfaces.

In the second stage, we calculate the hyperedge message
Dl

i for each node by averaging hyperedge representations:

Dl
i =

1

|S|
∑

{S|i∈S}

hl
S . (3)

3.4. Latent space rasterization

In RendNet, we employ a tailored rasterization process
that follows the general pattern of rasterization in computer
graphics (CG) but is specially designed for incorporating in
object recognition, namely the Latent Space Rasterization
(LSR). It serves as a renderer from VG to point clouds that
operates in latent space. The same process is performed for
both 2D and 3D objects. Fig. 5 shows the workflow of LSR.

Rasterization in CG. Storing dense samples of attributes in
the object space is inefficient and does not support arbitrary-
precision rendering of objects. In modern polygon-based
computer graphics, triangle meshes are used as primitives
for rendering. The attributes are sparsely specified, only on
vertices in these meshes. During rasterization, two tasks,
i.e. fragment generation and varying interpolation, are done
by the rasterizer. Firstly, it projects triangle meshes onto the
screen and finds every fragment that falls in the projection
region. A fragment is typically a pixel or a sub-pixel region
in a multi-sampling scenario. After that, the rasterizer in-
terpolates the sparse attributes on vertices into attributes of
each pixel. We adapt these two tasks in LSR to make them
more effective for object recognition but still efficient.
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(Euclidean space)

Triangula�on
(Parameter space)

Interpola�on
(Parameter space)

Remap
(Euclidean space)

Figure 5. Latent space rasterization. Fragment generation is the
first step and the latter three operations form the complete varying
interpolation process.

Fragment generation. Since we are not really rendering
objects onto the screen, we abandon the projection opera-
tion. However, using a pixel/voxel grid as an array of frag-
ments is computationally expensive since the latent space
has many more dimensions than the color space. Hence we
use point clouds instead of pixels or voxels.

The primitives (curves and surfaces) in vector graph-
ics are sampled to produce dense point clouds representing
raster graphics. For each curve, we sample with a high reso-
lution at equal arc lengths. For each surface, we perform an
approximate Poisson disk sampling [52] so that each point
has the same distance to its nearest neighbor. This results in
a uniformly distributed point cloud. The number of points
on a surface is proportional to the area of the surface.

Varying interpolation. Here we equip each point in the
sampled point cloud with a set of latent features from the
vertices in the vector graphics.

In computer graphics, in order to shade pixels with cor-
rect attributes, we need to interpolate the sparse attributes
on triangle vertices. Linear interpolation on triangles is used
since three vertices define an affine function of attributes in
the triangle nicely.

For arbitrary geometry, we represent the geometry with
an array of parametric equations f1, f2, . . . , where variables
t1, t2, . . . ranging from 0 to 1 form the parameter space:

x1 = f1(t1, t2, . . . ), x2 = f2(t1, t2, . . . ), . . . (4)

We then invoke a triangulation process to generate sim-
plices of these variables. This is trivial for 1D curves.
For higher dimensions, we run a Delaunay triangulation
algorithm [24]. The Delaunay triangulation ensures that
no vertex is inside the circumsphere of any other simplex
other than the one it belongs to in the triangulation result.
Therefore, it will not generate flat simplices that are ill-
conditioned for further numerical computations, since flat
simplices will have extremely large circumspheres.

Finally, we do linear interpolation inside these simplices.
This results in an almost everywhere differentiable attribute
function in the object space and thus is a reasonable way of
interpolation. More importantly, the result is also differen-
tiable with respect to the sparse attributes from inputs, and
thus we may perform backpropagation as usual.

The triangulation is done at the pre-processing stage.
The interpolation can be efficiently implemented on GPUs
since the process is similar to the special case of varying
interpolation in pixel space in modern rendering pipelines.

3.5. Raster encoder

Based on the latent space rasterization described previ-
ously, we can transform vertices in the hypergraph into a
dense point cloud. Accordingly, the embedding of each
point ĥl

p is also interpolated from node embeddings hl
i.

The raster encoder takes point embeddings as input and
aggregates the local information in the Euclidean space. In
detail, we first collect the Euclidean k-nearest neighbors (k-
NN) in the rasterized point cloud for each node i in the
hypergraph, termed as M(i). Then a PointNet is utilized
to aggregate the point embeddings back to the hypergraph
representation:

El
i = max

p∈M(i)
gΘ

(
concat

[
ĥl
p, xp − xi

])
, (5)

where xi and xp denote position coordinates of the nodes
and the points, respectively. gΘ is an MLP. The use of the
max operation comes from PointNet [33], since it is invari-
ant to the permutation of points in a point cloud, and is also
agnostic to local point sampling density.

3.6. Merging node embeddings

At the end of each block, we sum up all the node mes-
sages with the shortcut connection: two from graph mes-
sage passing on curve edges (denoted as Cl

i , Eq. 1) and sur-
face hyperedges (denoted as Dl

i, Eq. 3) in vector encoder
and one from PointNet in the Euclidean space (denoted as
El

i , Eq. 5) in raster encoder, as:

hl+1
i = hl

i + Cl
i +Dl

i + El
i. (6)

Before the new node embeddings hl+1
i are passed into the

next block, we perform relu activation and batch normaliza-
tion as pre-activation [17].
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Method Data format mAP@.5 mAP@.75 mAP@[.5, .95]

Yolov3-tiny RG (pixels) 75.23 60.97 53.24
Yolov3 RG (pixels) 88.24 80.44 72.98

Yolov3-spp RG (pixels) 87.38 79.66 71.61
Yolov4 RG (pixels) 93.04 87.48 79.59

Faster-RCNN-R18-FPN RG (pixels) 80.91 71.48 67.32
Faster-RCNN-R34-FPN RG (pixels) 80.50 72.18 65.89
Faster-RCNN-R50-FPN RG (pixels) 80.31 73.28 66.53

RetinaNet-R50-FPN RG (pixels) 87.50 82.91 79.18

YOLaT VG 98.83 94.65 90.59

RendNet (Ours) VG + RG (point cloud) 98.70 98.25 91.37

Table 1. Performance comparison on SESYD-floorplan in terms of mAP (%) at different IoU. RendNet outperforms all the baselines
in terms of mAP@.75 and mAP@[.5, .95], while achieving comparable performance with YOLaT in terms of mAP@.5.

3.7. Global feature aggregation

The structure of the final block for global feature aggre-
gation is similar to the raster stream in the previous blocks,
but the whole point cloud is rendered and processed in-
stead of local neighborhoods of nodes. We invoke latent
space rasterization of the object and then apply a PointNet
to gather global information of the object. In other words,
we let the output global representation h′ be

h′ = max
p

g′
Θ

(
concat

[
ĥ(l)
p , xp

])
. (7)

This is similar to Eq. 5 except that the coordinates and
the maximum aggregation function are taken in a global
rather than local sense.

4. Experiments
In this section, we evaluate RendNet on different tasks

and datasets to examine the effectiveness of RendNet on
2D and 3D vector graphics recognition problems. RendNet
is implemented with PyTorch [31] and DGL [46], and the
code is provided in the supplementary.

4.1. 2D object detection

In this section we evaluate RendNet for 2D object de-
tection on SESYD floor plans [6], a public dataset of floor
plans that have VG sources available. It contains 1000 im-
ages, with a total of 28065 objects in 16 categories, like
armchairs and windows.

Experimental setting. Following the setting of
YOLaT [19], the images are evenly distributed in 10
layouts. Half the layouts are used as the training data, while
the other half are used for validation and testing. The ratio
of the validation and test splits is 1:9. mAP@.5, mAP@.75
and mAP@[.5, .95] are used as evaluation metrics, where
mAP@∗ represents the class-mean average precision with
the intersection over union (IoU) threshold for counting as

detected set to 50% and 75%, respectively. mAP@[.5, .95]
is the mean of the average precision for the IoU threshold
between 0.50 and 0.95.

RendNet is applied for object detection in an R-CNN
fashion [11, 12, 40]. Specifically, a proposal generation
method is first used to generate candidate bounding boxes
potentially containing objects. Then, the image region in
each proposal is fed into RendNet to predict if the proposal
is indeed an object as well as its object category. The same
proposal generation method as YOLaT is used. During
training, given each proposal and its corresponding category
or an extra category indicating that no object exists in the
proposal, a cross-entropy loss is adopted to train RendNet.
Note that the proposal generation method is based on VG
format input and already generates precise bounding boxes
for objects even with no extra offset regression branch [19].

Experimental result. For RG-based methods, we com-
pare RendNet with the most popular object detection
methods: one-stage methods including various variants of
Yolov3 [37], Yolov4 [4, 45], RetinaNet [26], and two-stage
methods including variants of Faster-RCNN with Pyramid
Network (FPN) [25]. For Yolov3, the -tiny variant is a
smaller real-time model; the -spp variant uses Spatial Pyra-
mid Pooling. For Yolov4, we apply a scaled Yolov4 [45]
with slightly more parameters and better performance. The
Faster-RCNN-R∗-FPN model series use backbone ResNets
[16] of different capacities, with R18, R34, and R50 in
the model name standing for ResNet18, ResNet34, and
ResNet50, respectively. Tab. 1 shows that RendNet outper-
forms all baselines.

We also compared our method with YOLaT [19], which
is the first (and only, to the best of our knowledge) object de-
tection method directly based on VG. Our method achieves
comparable AP@.5 and significantly outperforms YOLaT
in terms of AP@.75 by 3.6 percentage points. This result
shows the effectiveness of leveraging merits from both RG
and VG formats.
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Model Test acc.

PointNet 86.59
PointNet++ 95.78
DGCNN 96.15
FeatureNet 96.70

RendNet (Ours) 99.31

Table 2. Classification accuracy (%) on the FeatureNet dataset.
We outperform FeatureNet on their own dataset by a large margin.

Circular arc and straight lineCircle

Figure 6. Hard instances from the FeatureNet dataset. The
two instances are commonly misclassified by other methods, while
RendNet handles them correctly. They belong to different classes:
‘through hole’ (left) and ‘circular-end pocket’ (right).

4.2. 3D object recognition

We evaluate RendNet for 3D object recognition on the
FeatureNet [54] and Cluster3D [51] datasets.

4.2.1 3D object classification

FeatureNet [54] has 24000 CAD models, consisting of 24
types of objects that contain different machining features.
We randomly split the dataset where we utilize 85% data
for training and 15% data for testing.

The results for object classification are shown in Tab. 2.
We outperformed FeatureNet on their own dataset. More-
over, it can be seen that RendNet achieves superior perfor-
mance on the dataset, with 99.31% test accuracy while all
other methods have errors greater than 3%.

Two instances commonly misclassified by other meth-
ods are shown in Fig. 6. They share the same topology (a
cube with a hole) but belong to different machining features
(the edge of the hole is a circle in the left instance while is
composed of arcs and lines in the right instance). Consid-
ering topology only there is no way to distinguish the two
instances. Based on the geometric appearance, it is hard for
RG-based methods to classify them. Our RendNet consid-
ers the local geometric features and the topology at the same
time to distinguish these two instances correctly.

With close interaction between the vector and raster
streams, RendNet can effectively combine topology with
geometric features, no matter it is planar 2D vector graphics

Model Test acc. Inference time

PointNet 82.54 1.7
PointNet++ 84.19 23.7
DGCNN 85.47 17.3

RendNet (Ours) 86.02 2.4

Table 3. Results on Cluster3D dataset. Inference time is in milli-
seconds per pair of models per V100 GPU, with batch size set to
the limit of GPU memory.

or 3D models. Thus, it is able to benefit from both graphic
formats. The design of RendNet works nicely with both 2D
and 3D vector graphics.

4.2.2 Similarity prediction for 3D objects

Cluster3D [51] is a dataset for non-categorical annotation
of 3D CAD models. In Cluster3D, around 200000 sim-
ilarity/dissimilarity pairs are annotated in a subset of the
ABC dataset [22] that contains around 20000 CAD models.
Note that according to the supplementary material of Clus-
ter3D, the annotators are instructed to judge the similarity
between models based on geometry and not functionality.
Thus, topology does not account for so much in Cluster3D
as other VG-based datasets, such as FeatureNet.

We partition the CAD models into two disjoint groups:
the training group which contains 75% of the models and
the testing group which contains 25% of the models. We
train our RendNet with all pairwise annotations on the train-
ing group and test them on the testing group. For each pair
of CAD models, we take the representations of two CAD
models separately, concatenate them and feed them into a
2-layer MLP binary classifier to judge the similarity of the
model pair. Experiments for inference time are conducted
on an NVIDIA DGX with 4 V100 GPUs.

The results are shown in Tab. 3. Since the dataset anno-
tation biases against geometrical resemblance, the perfor-
mance improvement upon previous methods is not as dra-
matic as in the previous detection and classification tasks.
Nevertheless, the topological information from VG data can
still boost model performance on Cluster3D. RendNet still
achieves the best performance on Cluster3D.

Notably, the two popular methods on point clouds, Point-
Net++ and DGCNN, require around 8x-10x inference time
compared to RendNet. For scanned scenes, PointNet++
spends 23.7 milliseconds per sample. When it comes to vast
collections of CAD models, it is a bit too slow for Point-
Net++ to be applied under batch processing scenarios. Our
RendNet only costs 36 seconds for validation per epoch in
Cluster3D, compared to 6 minutes for PointNet++.
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Variant Test error

Raster stream only 17.69
Vector stream only 2.80
No graph edge features 10.68
No final block 1.99
Ensemble of VG/PointNet 1.70

Full RendNet 0.81

Table 4. Ablation study on components of RendNet. Different
variants are evaluated on the SESYD floor plan classification task.

4.3. Ablation study

Here we validate our model design by running a classi-
fication task on the SESYD floor plan dataset. The train-
test splitting scheme is the same as the detection task. We
make small perturbations to the ground truth object boxes
by cropping and extrusion, and take the resulting regions
together with the labels for classification.

Two streams in residual blocks. We zero out the outputs
from vector or raster stream in the residual blocks in this
experiment (‘raster/vector stream only’ entries in Tab. 4). It
can be seen that both streams in the residual blocks con-
tribute to the power of RendNet. The vector stream not
only processes local node embeddings but is also critical
for propagating information between different parts of the
object, while the raster stream only handles local neighbor-
hoods of nodes. Thus without the vector stream, the overall
performance drops more than without the raster stream.

Global feature aggregation block. We remove the final
global feature aggregation block in RendNet and use global
max pooling on hypergraph nodes instead (‘no final block’
entry in Tab. 4). This final block enables RendNet to view
the whole rasterization result at the end, which leads to a
more powerful global feature aggregation process.

Graph edge features. We input as edge features the type
and starting/ending direction vector of curve segments to
RendNet. In this experiment we replace the vector graphic
module with a bare graph convolution [21] that does not
take in edge features (‘no graph edge features’ entry in
Tab. 4). It shows a significant performance decrease. The
edge features are important for vector graphics recognition
since topology is also decided by the type and the curvature
of curves, besides connectivity between nodes.

Latent space rasterization. In this experiment, we study
the effectiveness of incorporating the rendering process into
the model. We zero out the outputs from the raster stream
in the residual blocks and aggregate the output of the final
residual block with a direct graph max-readout operation.
In addition, we create an independent stream that directly

RendNetPointNet

Figure 7. Comparison between representations from RendNet
and PointNet. RendNet captures finer structures.

applies a PointNet to the rasterized point cloud. The two
representations (from VG and PointNet, respectively) are
concatenated and fed into the MLP classifier. The result is
shown in ‘ensemble of VG/PointNet’ entry in Tab. 4. The
test error is lower than using VG or RG only, indicating that
the model can benefit from both modalities. Yet the error
is still ∼ 100% higher relative to the original RendNet –
incorporating the rendering process is much more powerful
than a simple combination of VG and RG inputs.

4.4. Qualitative results of RendNet

To investigate the representations learnt by RendNet, we
trained a RendNet in an unsupervised manner with BYOL
[13] on the ABC [22] dataset. A PointNet [33] is also
trained under the same settings for comparison. We visu-
alized the final point-wise representations by performing a
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to 3 dimensions and
mapping them to RGB color components. The results are
shown in Fig. 7. The upper object is a bolt. There is a fast
change of representation for RendNet marked by the red
box. Our representation differentiates the head and body
of the bolt clearly. For the cubic object, both PointNet and
RendNet emphasize edges and corners, but RendNet cap-
tures much sharper edges than PointNet. This means that
RendNet is able to capture semantics more accurately.

5. Conclusion
In the paper, we propose RendNet, which leverages vec-

tor graphics and raster graphics to recognize 2D and 3D
objects. We also design a new rendering method in latent
space. Various experiments on 2D and 3D object recogni-
tion demonstrate that RendNet has higher performance and
good efficiency compared with baselines. In the future, we
can integrate more techniques to further improve the perfor-
mance, such as pre-training on large VG datasets.
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